Today's web applications and social networks are serving billions of users around the globe. These users generate billions of key lookups and millions of data object updates per second. A single user's social network page load requires hundreds of key lookups. This scale creates many design challenges for the underlying storage systems. First, these systems have to serve user requests with low latency. Any increase in the request latency leads to a decrease in user interest. Second, storage systems have to be highly available. Failures should be handled seamlessly without affecting user requests. Third, users consume an order of magnitude more data than they produce. Therefore, storage systems have to be optimized for read-intensive workloads. To address these challenges, distributed in-memory caching services have been widely deployed on top of persistent storage. In this tutorial, we survey the recent developments in distributed caching services. We present the algorithmic and architectural efforts behind these systems focusing on the challenges in addition to open research questions.
INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, social networks have attracted hundreds of millions of users [4, 8] . These users share their relationships, read news [16] , and exchange images and videos in a timely personalized experience [10] . To enable this realtime personalized experience, the underlying storage systems have to provide efficient, scalable, highly available access to big data. Social network users consume an order of magnitude more data than they produce [9] . In addition, a single page load requires hundreds of object lookups that should be served in a fraction of a second [10] . Therefore, traditional disk-based storage systems are not suitable to handle requests at this scale due to the high access latency of disks and I/O throughput bounds [24] .
To overcome these limitations, distributed caching services have been widely deployed on top of persistent storage in order to efficiently serve user requests at scale. Akamai and other CDNs use distributed caching to bring data closer to the users and to reduce access latency. Memcached [5] and Redis [7] are two distributed open source cache implementations that are widely adopted in the cloud and social networks. The default implementations of memcached and Redis use the Least Recently Used (LRU) cache replacement policy. Although LRU is simple and easy to implement, it might not achieve the highest cache hit rates for some deployments. Increasing the hit rate by 1% can save up to 35% of the average read latency [12] . Therefore, much effort has focused on developing better caching policies that achieve higher cache hit rates [14, 17, 19, 22] . Teams in Facebook [10, 15, 21] and Twitter [3] have focused on the architectural challenges of distributed caching at datacenter scale. Sharding, replication, request batching, load balancing, hierarchical caching, data access skewness, georeplication, replica consistency, data updates, and cache invalidation are examples of the architectural challenges for distributed caching and current implementations address some of these challenges.
In Section 2.1, we present the data access model. Then, we summarize the recent efforts on cache replacement policies at a single server level in Section 2.2. Finally, we present real deployed systems at a datacenter scale in Section 2.3.
TUTORIAL OUTLINE

Data Access Model
We assume millions of end-users sending streams of pageload and page-update requests to hundreds of stateless application servers as shown in Figure 1a . Application servers hide the storage details from the clients and reduce the number of connections handled by the storage system. Each request is translated to hundreds of key lookups and updates. As traditional disk-based systems cannot efficiently handle user requests at scale, caching services have been widely used to enhance the performance of web applications by alleviating the number of requests sent to the persistent storage. The ultimate objective of caching services is to achieve a high hit-rate because the latency of a cache miss is usually few orders of magnitude more than a cache hit. Therefore, designing a caching service to serve a very large key space using commodity machines introduces many challenges. First, the key space is very large and serving the whole key space using a single machine violates cache locality and increases the miss-rate. To overcome this problem, designers shard the key space into multiple partitions using either range or hash partitioning and use distributed caching servers to serve different shards. Second, the key space, even after sharding, is too large to fit in memory of commodity servers. Therefore, a cache replacement policy has to be carefully designed to achieve high hit-rates without adding a significant bookkeeping overhead. Also, policies should avoid using shared datastructures between threads to reduce contentions. Third, commodity machines can fail and replication is needed to distribute the workload and achieve high availability. Figure 1b shows an abstract model for a distributed caching service where each caching server is serving a specific shard and each shard is served by multiple replicas.
Replacement policy-base solutions
Memcached [5] and Redis [7] are two widely adopted open source implementations for distributed caching services. Memcached provides a simple Set, Get, and Delete interface for only string keys and values while Redis extends the interface to handle other datatypes. Cloud providers have adopted memcached and Redis and provide customized versions of both as services for their clients [1, 2, 6] . Both memcached and Redis use the LRU cache replacement policy which only tracks the time of access of each key in the cache. Other efforts enhance the performance by introducing more tracking per key access or by sharding the hash table and the tracking datastructures to reduce the contention between threads and avoid global synchronization. Adaptive Replacement Cache ARC [19] tracks the recency and the frequency of access in addition to the recency of key eviction to decide which key should be evicted next. To reduce thread contention, memcached divides the memory into slabs for different object sizes and each slab maintains its tracking information independently. CPHASH [20] introduces a concurrent hash table for multi-core processors. Message passing is used to transfer lookups and inserts between slabs. Request batching and locks avoidance allows CPHASH to achieve 1.6x better throughput than a hash table with fine-grained locks. Sharding the memory between slabs uniformly can lead to under utilization for some slabs and high miss-rate for others. Therefore, Cliffhanger [12] dynamically shards the memory between slabs to achieve the highest overall hit rate. Dynacache [11] dynamically profiles the applications' workload, shards the memory resources, and decides the replacement policy that achieve the highest cachehit rate for the profiled workload. To avoid slab underutilization, other solutions suggest mapping keys to multiple slabs. Cuckoo hashing [22] defines two hash functions that map every key to two memory slabs. An insertion might trigger a sequence of insertions or an eviction if the memory slabs of the inserted key are full. Lookups require to check the key in its corresponding two buckets. To optimize the lookup cost, MemC3 [14] uses tags for fast lookups optimizing cuckoo hashing for read-dominated workloads and allows multi-reader single-writer concurrent accesses. Li et al. [17] introduces fast concurrent cuckoo hashing to support high throughput multiple writers. Other solutions reduce the miss-rate by increasing the effective cache size. zExpander [23] achieves this by representing data objects in compact and compressed formats. Recent in-memory distributed key/value stores exploits RDMA to increase throughput and reduce latency. MICA [18] enables parallel access to partitioned data to optimize the performance for multi-core architectures. Also, client requests are directly mapped to a specific CPU core at the server NIC level bypassing the kernel communication overhead. In addition, MICA uses circular logs, concurrent hash indexes, and bulk chaining. FaRM [13] uses RDMA to achieve a per-machine throughput of 6.3 million operations per second.
Real deployed systems
Facebook [21] and Twitter [3] have built their own distributed version of memcached. Facebook scaled memcached [21] by partitioning the key space into different pools. Each pool is served by multiple replicas to tolerate failures and distribute the lookup workload. Both Twitter and Facebook implementations batch requests in a client proxy to reduce the number of requests sent to the server. Invalidation messages are sent from the persistent storage to the cache replica to invalidate the stale values. Facebook and Twitter use memcached as a lookaside cache. However, memcached is not optimized to capture a graph storage model. Therefore, Facebook built Tao [10] , a distributed caching service optimized for graph storage models. In Tao, nodes and their associations are served from the same caching server. Tao uses storage and caching geo-replication to overcome a datacenter scale outage. Updates go to the master storage replica through a cache leader server which is responsible for all the updates and the invalidation messages for all the data items in its shard. In Tao, heavy hitters (hot data objects) are handled by introducing hierarchical caching where heavy hitters are cached in the upper hierarchy. Both Tao and memcached at Facebook support eventual consistency between the replicas.
The current systems have addressed many of the distributed caching challenges. However, challenges like 1) data access skewness, 2) dynamical changes in access pattern, 3) providing stronger guarantees of replica consistency, and 4) providing consistency between multiple data representations are still open research questions that require innovative algorithmic and architectural solutions to provide these guarantees at scale.
TUTORIAL INFORMATION
This tutorial targets researchers, designers, and practitioners interested in systems and infrastructure research for big data management and processing. We present the performance and the consistency trade-offs of these caching systems and recent distributed in-memory key/value stores. The target audience with basic background about cache replacement policies, sharding, replication, and consistency would benefit the most from this tutorial. For general audience and newcomers, the tutorial introduces the design challenges that arise when caching services are designed at the web scale. For researchers, algorithmic and architectural efforts in distributed caching are presented together showing the spectrum of recent solutions side by side with their unhandled challenges. Our goal is to enable researchers to develop designs and algorithms that handle these challenges at scale.
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